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1.
INTRODUCTION
As Chair of the first European Creative Hubs Forum (ECHF), it was a delight and an honour to
welcome 257 hub managers from 23 countries to join us at Cinema São Jorge in Lisbon from the
13th-15th January 2015. From humble beginnings of the pilot Creative Hubs Forum in São João da
Madeira, 12th-14th February in 2014, we learned from Portuguese, Spanish, British and several
other European hubs that managers can often feel isolated in their role and would benefit from the
opportunity to connect with peers from across Europe and to share learning and experiences. This
helped shape the agenda of the ECHF: to support creative hubs to achieve long-term sustainability.
During the three days of ECHF, more than 40 sessions were delivered. These included keynote
addresses, plenary, networking and parallel sessions to share best practice and explore challenges
and opportunities. Days were themed: Day 1 explored business structures, professional
development themes and services. During Day 2 we heard holistic perspectives from a range of
hubs from Germany, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, and the UK providing insightful case studies and sharing
best practice. We also learned about funding models and routes to public and private finance. On
Day 3 we gave shape to forum outputs and future actions. The overarching aspiration is that the
forum will lead to an international network of creative hubs to further opportunities for growth,
development and exchange.
I had the privilege of meeting creative leaders at the vanguard of the development of the creative
hubs sector and chairing illuminating sessions, giving valuable insights into the nuances of business
models, operations and services of a wide range of organisations. Here, I’d like to share some of the
pertinent themes that emerged over the three-day event.
Before doing that, I would like to thank all of our presenters, moderators, the Steering Committee,
the organisation and production teams and funders and, most importantly, I would like to thank all
participants for their active contribution and support for the forum. It would not have happened
without you!
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2.
KEY INSIGHTS FROM ECHF LISBON 2015
Below is a brief overview of my reflections of the main themes
and sub-themes that emerged over the three days of the ECHF.

2.1. Creative Hubs Network

5

One of the key themes to emerge was the undoubted support for a European Creative Hubs
Network. The need for creating a network was evident through many formal and informal
discussions and reinforced in the feedback from participants. Many of us have already experienced
the ripple effect of the ECHF, establishing relationships with colleagues in other cities and countries
and participating in events elsewhere. The impact of the forum is wide-reaching and establishing
a Network will provide a focal point to build on these connections and offer new opportunities
for sharing and learning that will benefit the development of the sector. But why is this network
necessary? And what would it do? Here are some suggestions:
Supportive Ecosystem: Creative hubs play a pivotal in the stimulating and supporting creative
and cultural organisations and make a significant contribution to the creative and wider economy1.
The feedback form the ECHF demonstrated a desire for the formation of a European Creative
Hubs Network that connects hubs across disciplinary and geographical boundaries and provides a
valuable platform for the development of the sector.
User-led Hub Development: The Network should be a dynamic platform for sharing insights,
tools and resources that empower managers and support the resilience of creative hubs. Activities
developed by the Network should be user-led and informed through active dialogue with members
ensuring managers can provide effective support to their staff and tenants and to secure the longterm sustainability of their hub.
Champion: The Network would provide the support base for a Creative Hubs Champion. As a
recognised leader in the sector, they will represent the views of the Network, extending its reach,
and be a conduit for information between policy makers, the sector and wider society.
Advocacy: The Network would occupy a unique position as a nexus to support regional, national
and international connections and opportunities. At a strategic level, it would provide a coherent
voice to advocate for and lobby on behalf of the sector at a national, European and international
level to strengthen the sector and articulate its economic and social value.
Set-up: In the formative stages, the British Council, ADDICT Creative Industries Portugal and their
partners are well placed to build on the momentum and connections already established to set up
the network. By embedding a co-creative approach in the set-up process, hub managers and other
stakeholders can help define the purpose, shape and deliverables of the Network from the outset
but will be relieved from the burden of taking on additional roles in this early developmental phase.
As we heard from our delegates, capacity within hubs is already limited and they are often already
stretched in delivering their main role. A fully participative approach to the set-up will help provide a
solid foundation for developing a meaningful and relevant resource and for the sector to then take
complete ownership of the Network at the appropriate time.
1 European Commission Enterprise and Industry, ‘Creative Industries: Analysis of industry-specific framework conditions relevant for the development of world-class clusters’, European Cluster Observatory, 2013
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2.2. Foundation For Meaningful Connections
While it comes as no surprise that trust is a central pillar of meaningful relationships, I was
heartened to hear such human qualities be expressed as underpinning the success of creative hubs.
Working with like-minded people who share your values and seeking connections where mutual
benefit is articulated and recognised by all parties enables a solid connection whether recruiting
tenants, establishing links with funders or partnership working with other organisations.
6

Nurturing valuable connections also requires a common language that can be embraced by
stakeholders across disciplinary and geographical boundaries, providing a firm basis for shared
understanding.
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Central to the advancement and maturity of the sector is the professionalism of the hub managers
who are responsible for the strategic direction of their organisations and the effective delivery of
support to creative organisations. Specific areas identified as being helpful to support managers in
their role include the following.
city partner 2015

Connecting: The opportunity to meet face-to-face, to network and learn from peers and to know
you’re not alone in the challenges you face, is greatly valued by hub managers. Events like ECHF
provide the space, time and focus to learn from the successes and challenges in other regions and
countries, energising participants and inspiring new connections and potential partnerships.
Models of Success: Creative hubs demonstrate a broad range of business models and hub
managers were enthused to hear about different approaches. Some hubs were privately funded
while others received public finance. Some were revenue generating or have a combination of
finance streams. The cooperative model used by some social enterprises like Frappant was of
particular interest to many delegates. Creative hubs were also at different stages of development:
participants included those in early stage formation, others in development or consolidation
phase, as well as mature organisations like Watershed, which has successfully supported creative
industries for decades – even before the term ‘hub’ was used. The purpose of hubs also varied,
some were network organisations that exist remotely while others have a physical base. Some were
events based while others offered a suite of services to creative businesses from premises with a
range of facilities such as a café, bar or cinema. We learned that business support accompanied by
good coffee and/or beer can be key component in the success of a hub! Vitally, the business model
adopted by each creative hub has to be appropriate to its local context.

Leadership: Effective leadership is a critical component in the success of a creative hub. The
opportunity to network, develop entrepreneurial skills and learn how managers in other regions
or countries have overcome issues and explored development opportunities is hugely valuable.
Identifying and addressing the leadership needs and opportunities for hub managers is vital.
User-led Support Services: To ensure that the services offered to tenants are relevant and of
value, creative hub managers should actively engage with stakeholders and encourage them to be
part of the process of informing and shaping support.
Extending Reach: Many hubs are keen to explore how to extend their reach and secure their
future. Understanding how your hub aligns with local and national economic and political agendas
can provide a route to strategic partnerships and funding. Hubs also have a role in helping tenants
to broaden their potential impact beyond the creative sector through cross-sectoral partnerships
– connecting with engineering, science and technology based industries as well as academia.
However, there is a need to develop the capacity of hub managers to enable them to ensure their
hubs reach their potential.
7

Finance: Ensuring the financial sustainability of creative hubs was a pertinent theme in developing
the agenda for the ECHF. We learned about private funding including Angel funding and being
investor ready, and there was significant interest in accessing European funding to support creative
entrepreneurs as well as for hub development. However, identifying the relevant funding streams
can be like wading through a funding jungle and the application process can be time consuming and
onerous. Creative hubs need guidance on appropriate sources of funding whether for their tenants,
new initiatives or the hub itself. This could be facilitated by building close relationships with the
EU including: having clearer channels of contact to advise on appropriate funding, simplifying the
application process, and making micro-finance more readily available as small amounts of funding
can have a significant impact on smaller organisations.
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Next Steps: It is reassuring to know that the British Council and ADDICT Creative Industries
Portugal are building on the strong foundation of ECHF and the Creative Hubs pilot in 2014 and
are in discussion about taking forward the formation of a European Creative Hubs Network and
defining its role and remit.
city partner 2015

To support the creation of a Network, a working definition and draft manifesto for a creative hub
as well as the values for a European Creative Hubs Network are presented below. These provide a
good starting point for a shared purpose and common language that can be reviewed and evolved
as the Network develops.
Diversity in the sector presents a challenge in meeting the needs of different hubs. This is
compounded as needs can change over time and as the hub develops. Future events and activities
will take a variety of forms and be more closely targeted to ensure meaningful engagement and to
maximise the benefit to participants.
Ensuring hubs meet their full potential requires developing effective leaders, which demands a different
approach to a large scale forum. Managers need the opportunity to explore issues and opportunities
in more detail and in a safe and nurturing environment. To achieve this, it is recognised that there is a
need for targeted, small-scale, deeper interventions to allow hub managers to develop and hone their
skills to the benefit of their teams and tenants. Embedding a user-led approach to the content of these
activities will ensure future training and development opportunities are relevant and meaningful.
You can follow progress on the European Creative Hubs Network at creativehubs.org

3.
OVERVIEW OF
SELECTED FORUM SESSIONS
This section provides a brief summary of the proceedings, insights and ‘take-aways’ from some
of the forum sessions. It wasn’t possible to capture all of the sessions as listed in the programme,
which you can find at creativehubs.org, instead, this is a snapshot of aspects of the event. It is not
a formal report or evaluation of the activities but, hopefully, it will act as a reminder for those who
attended and give some insight into discussions for those who couldn’t join us.

3.1. Keynote Speakers
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Colin Burns and Rosina Gomez-Baeza delivered an inspiring keynote address. Colin offered an
engaging perspective drawing on his experience as a designer, leader and visionary in the creative
industries, while Rosina provided an illuminating lens on the world of the artist in business and
society through her extensive experience and instrumental role in cultural and arts initiatives.

No more heroes: as innovation becomes more open,
participatory and user-focused, often no one person can
claim the glory of creative success
What we know can stifle change: we can’t unlearn
what we know, so we need to be sure not to default to
what is familiar. This poses a challenge for managing
change and creativity
Encourage play: creativity is nurtured and innovation
achieved where leaders encourage play and manage
“smart” failure
Creativity is messy: the creative process is not linear
and easy to contain – it is messy, involves divergent and
convergent thinking and is shaped a bit like a fish
Attributes of a Creative Leader: include a good eye;
bravery; having bounce-back-ability; and being trust-worthy.

Artists should be everywhere: artists and their work
should be more accessible and visible in the environment – not
cooped up in galleries or museums
Bridge the gap: we need to find ways to bring art and
industry closer together and address the needs of both in a
way that is mutually beneficial
Serving our tenants: as hub managers, we have to serve
our tenants. To do this we need to understand their needs
Ethics of Work: we need to remember our values and to
be responsible and true to ourselves in the work we do. This
means considering and discussing the principles that underlie
what we do and working with like-minded people.
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3.2. Case Studies
Creative hubs take many forms and deliver a broad range of services from business
advice and peer networking to funded programmes for tenants. We invited a number
of hubs to share their business models including the services that they deliver and their
experience of funding, partners, and tenants. Below are some highlights from those sessions.

3.2.1. Watershed : Bristol, UK

9

The opening plenary was delivered by Watershed, Bristol accompanied by the Arts Council
England, who provides central funding for the hub, and Circumstance, a cinematic artists
collective and one of their residents. Watershed has been in existence for over 25 years
and is increasingly recognised for its innovative approach and international profile with a
focus on developing cultural engagement through film and digital media. Their Pervasive
Media Studio is a research facility for 100 academics, creatives and technologists to explore
experience design and creative technology. We learned about the Watershed business model,
types of tenants hosted within the hub, and programmes to support the growth of creative
businesses and enable the success of the hub itself. Some of the insights shared included:
Model of Operation: Watershed’s business model is complex. It is a social enterprise
and a registered charity with 25% of revenue through earned income from inhouse
cinemas, consultancy and a bar/café area. This self-generated income complements
central funds from sources such as Arts Council England and is a vital aspect of the
independence and sustainability of Watershed.
Mutual benefit: The relationship between hub and tenant should be one founded
on mutual benefit where tenants and their activities can offer inspiration for
programmes and initiatives and the hub can shield the tenant from challenges by
providing space, support, mentoring, and collaborative opportunities. Nurturing
relationships is vital and mutually beneficial.
Context: The success of a hub is context dependent. When setting up a hub, you can
learn from others but it’s not usually possible to lift and replicate what works in one
location in another. Any hub manager must consider: Where is our hub located? Who
are we servicing? What attracts residents to us?
Trust: The importance of trust is seen on multiple levels. There is a trusting relationship
between funders such as Arts Council England and Watershed that has been nurtured
over many years. In parallel, trust is the foundation of the relationship between
Watershed and tenants, like Circumstance, whom they advocate for and support in the
develop of their organisation.

3.2.2. Portuguese Hubs
A broad and varied perspective was presented by six creative hubs from Portugal with
quite different agendas and supporting creative entrepreneurs in diverse disciplines and
creative areas:
Fábrica Santo Thyrso: located in a former spinning and textile factory, it is now a
whole new cultural quarter of the city of Santo Tirso in the heart of the Portuguese
textile industry region. It runs an incubator specialised in fashion design providing
laboratories and prototyping facilities, as well as a business centre and a research and
innovation unit working along design schools.
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GNRation: occupying a former police headquarters in the very city centre of Braga, it
focus in the promotion of artistic activities and businesses that explore digital arts.
It organizes events and provides support services that connect with the city main
stakeholders acting in this domain.
Laboratórios Criativos – Plataforma das Artes e da Criatividade: Created when
Guimarães was the European Capital of Culture in 2012, the Platform of Arts and
Creativity is a multidimensional infra-structure dedicated to the arts, culture and
business. The Creative Labs are dedicated to business support, hosting and incubation
of creative industries projects.
Oliva Creative Factory: run by São João da Madeira City Council it recreates an
innovation and creativity centre in a former major casting factory. It integrates a
creative business support centre that connects to local industry with an incubator,
co-working and commercial and pop-up stores with an arts complex with a museum,
schools and residencies spaces.
PINC UPTEC: it is a major creative industries incubator located in the heart of Porto´s city
centre connected into a science and technology park run by the University of Porto.
Relying on the knowledge and expertise of the University and its research centres
as well as the other UPTEC clusters, it contributes to the development of a creative
ecosystem.
Parque Tecnológico de Óbidos: a technological park that accommodates and gives
business support to businesses, interlinking different areas such as health, tourism,
energy and the creative industries. It provides as well educational and training
services to explore different creativity areas for entrepreneurs but also children and
youngsters.
During the discussion the following points emerged:
Diversity: The variance in scale, profile, targets and organisational models of hubs can be
a barrier to sharing of experience and peer learning. How can we overcome this and
find a way of sharing meaningful insights?
International: There is great interest in connecting with hubs across Europe and beyond
with a view to internationalising existing Portuguese businesses and developing
collaborative projects. How best can such opportunities be developed?
Public Funds: Most of the Portuguese hubs gained structural funding through a public
initiative via a municipality or university. As such, hubs are vulnerable to political
changes that can affect finance and people investment and can threaten their longerterm sustainability. How else might publicly-funded hubs secure their long-term
success?
Partnership: Many of the hubs have strong connections with the arts sector, providing
space for events and opportunities for collaboration.

3.2.3. Lisbon Creative City
Lisbon Creative City is a new initiative being spearheaded by Lisbon City Council. The
aspiration is to become the most connected city in Europe with entrepreneurship at its
heart. Central to achieving success is a strategy to enable a city-wide ecosystem for hubs
via the Lisbon Incubator Network, steered by three guiding principles: Talent, Tolerance
and Technology.
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We heard brief case studies from five creative hubs in the city: some long established, like
LX Factory and Fab Lab (which cross-sells services to other hubs); Start-up Lisboa that
fast-tracks technology, commerce and tourism start ups and Village Underground who
set up their co-working and events space in old shipping containers in 2014; and others
in the early formation stages like Lisbon Architecture Trienal and Incubadora Criativa da
Mouraria. During the discussion we learned about:
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Informal Network: An informal network already exists between local hubs through
personal and professional connections and the cross-selling of services across
hubs
Human Focus: Hub managers are keen to be part of a more formal network that
exchanges ideas and is “human” focused. Finding shared values and collective
meaning is core to this being successful
Municipal Support: Some hubs have municipal support while others, like LX Factory
and Village Underground are run independently. Where public funding is received,
hubs have to consider how to safeguard their future should funding be reduced or
terminated.

3.2.4. German Creative Hub Ecosystem
A holistic perspective of a creative hub ecosystem was presented by our German
colleagues. Frappant is a multidisciplinary social enterprise that operates as a cooperative
for its 150 creative members. Kreativ Gesellschaft shared the approach of the municipality
in supporting Hamburg’s creative industries; and Network Baden-Württemberg in
Stuttgart explained how it supports innovation and competitiveness of the south west
region. Insights shared included:
Frappant: is a grassroots collective managed on a democratic basis with all members
having equal voting rights. Financed by members, they recently purchased a disused
barracks, Viktoria-Kaserne, from the city council to create and preserve affordable
space for artists, designers and for cultural activity. They have no interest in external
investment and are keen to retain autonomy in the governance and operation of the
hub. Their aspiration is to expand to 250 members and to be part of a network of
cooperatives
Kreativ Gesellschaft: provides a range of services to support the development of
creative industries and to enhance visibility of the sector within government and
the general public. They provide affordable space, business development, access to
finance, networking and lobbying and are also leading the bottom-up development
and transformation of a creative quarter in the city. They assisted Frappant with the
purchase of Viktoria-Kaserne
Network Baden-Württemberg: is a ‘meta-cluster’ that supports and promotes
national innovation and competitiveness. It seeks to strengthen sector-specific and
interdisciplinary dialogue to assist the development of media and creative industries.
The health and games were highlighted as providing a wealth of opportunities for
creative industries and innovation. Currently, they bring together 17 project partners,
30 networks and 100 corporate collaborators.
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3.3. Capacity Building
To support the sustainability of hubs it is necessary to understand the obstacles that inhibit
development and to shape appropriate support in response. This includes empowering hub
managers to enhance their professional capacity and operational performance. This section
provides a brief overview of the key messages from various capacity building sessions.

3.3.1. Hub Promotion and Selection of Tenants
Setting the criteria for the types of creative businesses that your hub supports can be a
difficult task. This session explored how to ensure that you stay on mission and how to
respond when creative companies do not fit with your strategic objectives. Key insights
shared included:

12

Values: Being clear about the values of your hub helps underpin any decision in relation
to tenants. There was a shared experience among participants of turning away larger,
more established organisations, despite the lure of cash (they can pay their rent
and on time). There was also a commitment to avoid hierarchy in the operations and
decision making processes
Progression: Hub managers should have a 'next step' or 'post-hub' strategy for tenants
post-incubation or who outgrow the hub. This requires hub managers to understand
the aspirations of tenants and the issues they face; be knowledgeable about future
funding routes; and have connections to larger networks and partners
Network of networks: A network of hubs can help to support tenants who might not
be the right fit for a space, or have outgrown a hub. This requires hub managers to
establish and maintain contact with hubs that share their aspirations and can help
facilitate a progressive approach to developing and supporting creative organisations
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3.3.2. Training and Development
Research on best practice, current trends, issues and themes related to training for hub
managers was presented. The creative and cultural industries were identified as the
“golden thread” that generates value and facilitates innovation. Hubs were recognised as
having a vital role to play in helping to break down barriers that stand in the way of the
development of creative companies. Key points emerging from the discussions included:
Hub Ecosystem: A successful hub ecosystem has three main components: favourable
framework conditions: relating to factors such as policy, market, finance and support;
critical mass: having a sufficient number and size of creative organisations requiring
hub services; and professional hub management: where leadership qualities and
general business management skills are critical for success
Mutual Understanding: hubs need to understand the ‘journeys’ of businesses they
support and identify their needs to offer meaningful support. Hubs also have to
leverage the added value of creative businesses by connecting them to organisations
outside of the creative industries
User-led Services: Services provided by hubs should be user-led to be of real value.
Services should then be prototyped and tested with creative businesses to ensure
they are relevant and purposeful
Champion: Creative hubs need a sector champion.

city partner 2015

3.3.3. Building Partnerships
Hubs can give visibility to creative practices and create opportunities for collaboration as
part of their industry engagement agenda, with municipalities, and through nurturing links
with higher educational establishments. It was suggested that a partnership approach is
often an extension of the core business of the hub that can be transformational and drive
change. We heard that the ingredients for successful partnerships included:
Trust: Trust between the partners is vital and is complemented by all parties having equal
status. This approach supports an open and co-creative approach to partnerships
Drive: Hubs should be proactive, seek to influence and be a stimulus for change
Value: Hubs need to find ways to deliver social as well as economic value and to engage
a wider talent base.

13

3.3.4. Internationalisation
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The lure of having an international presence can be very appealing: bringing opportunities
to build and develop your brand, access areas of potential high growth and explore
prospects for innovation. Before extending its reach, a hub should consider the following:

AND OVERVIEW

Strategy: A defined strategy and action plan for internationalising should be clearly
articulated. A starting point is to define the opportunity: What will the hub offer that
is not already available on the ground? Is a hub wanted by local stakeholders? What
will be the benefit to the parent hub?
Resources: Establishing an international presence is time consuming, so you need to be
committed and identify in-house resources to support you. Navigating funding routes
can be onerous and you need to be prepared to persevere in the face of regulation
and bureaucracy
Local context: Once you have identified your preferred location, it is vital to understand:
What hubs already exist in that location? What are the grassroots hubs organisations
that you might support? What is their focus: social or commercial? What are the
political situations that might affect your activities: revolution, unrest?
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3.4. Funding
A range of funding models exists for hubs and access to finance can be a critical component for
success. A number of speakers provided guidance on accessing European funding and private
finance including Venture Capital and Angel Funding. Details can be found in the following slide
presentations:







Overview of EU Funding Programmes Relevant for Creative Hubs
Public Funding – UKTI
Public Access to Finance Support Aimed at Empowering Hub Managers
The Creative Europe Programme
Creative Europe: Culture Sub-programme and Media Sub-programme
Erasmus +: opportunities for hubs

A range of key insights from across the sessions on funding included:

3.4.1. EU Funding

14

Demand: Hubs are keen to access EU funding such as COSME Horizon 2020, Erasmus,
funds geared towards SMEs and micro-financing schemes
Guidance: Hubs need guidance and support to access EU funding, including navigating
the funding streams available to determine which are most appropriate for their
needs.
Simplify: The application process can be time-consuming and the language used can be
a barrier to creative organisations accessing EU funding. Simplifying language and
reducing the paperwork would enhance access to funding. EU officials could visit hubs
to better understand funding needs
Micro Loans: Small amounts of funding are desirable and can go a long way for some
small creative businesses. Such finance should be made more easily accessible
EU Helpdesk: A helpdesk to assist creative hubs access specific EU funding was
suggested. This could be complemented by an online tool for matching funds to
projects

3.4.2. Local Agendas
Match Funding: Hubs need to connect to local, regional and/or national authorities to
establish support for SMEs and explore opportunities for counterpart funding
Strategic Alignment: Ensuring that your hub strategy corresponds with local economic
and development policies can help attract investors.
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3.4.3. Private Finance
Investor Ready: There is a need to educate both investors and entrepreneurs about
funding opportunities and the responsibilities associated with this
Early Engagement: It is advisable to engage potential investors early in the project
or initiative so that they have a good understanding of your vision, mission and
opportunities
Private Funding: Why?: Before sourcing private finance hubs need to be clear about
their objectives for doing so. It is important to consider if such action will change how
you are perceived by your clients
Private Funding: Partnerships: Hubs and/or tenants should seek to establish a
partnership with funders rather than rely on sponsorship. It is important that creative
organisations, hubs or individual companies don’t undersell themselves.

city partner 2015

4.
OUTPUTS
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The ECHF asked participants to consider a number of possible outputs over the three days of the
forum. The outputs were informed by recommendations in the report from the pilot Creative Hubs
Forum Final Report and included: creating a Creative Hub Manifesto, Professional Development
and Exchange Programmes for hub managers, and initiating a network to increase international
collaborations and opportunities. Progress on the outputs is summarised below.

4.1. Definition of a Creative Hub
With input from our Steering Group, including managers of creative hubs and representatives of key
European organisations supporting creative industries, a definition of a Creative Hub was drafted
and has been further refined as follows:
A Creative Hub drives competitiveness and innovation by providing resources and
opportunities for interaction that support the growth and development of the creative
industries.
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A creative hub enables connections, learning and experimentation within the sector and
beyond the creative industries to stimulate new thinking and help drive innovation.
city partner 2015

The breadth of support and means of delivery may vary while the aspiration is consistent:
to build capacity within creative businesses and support creative entrepreneurs to
contribute to society and economy.

4.2. The Lisbon Manifesto for Creative
Hubs (DRAFT)
Creative Hubs are a driver for growth, competitiveness and innovation in the creative
industries and beyond.
Creative hubs have a role to drive the creative economy by connecting the sector, professionals,
projects and ideas within and beyond the creative industries.
Creative hubs offer crucial support for capacity building, competitiveness and innovation in the
creative industries allowing them to de-risk new ideas, and help funders and investors recognise
the true value of their intellectual property.

4.3. Values for European Creative Hubs Network
The European Creative Hubs Network is founded on three values and seeks to be:
Open: Facilitating the development and sharing of best and next practice, tools and
resources that assist hub development
Connected: Enabling networks within and beyond creative industries and engaging with
the local, national, European and global economic, political and social environments
Empowering: Providing access to an informed and dynamic peer network that enables
hubs to meet their full potential in an economic and social context.

4.4. Digital HubKit
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The Digital HubKit is a modular guide for creative hub managers. It contains a number of sources of
learning: case studies, best practice, journey maps, tools and activities that can be accessed online and
be used by hub managers and shared with the teams and peers. You can access the Toolkit here.

4.5. Hub Manager / Creative Exchange Programme
An aspiration for the ECHF is to provide capacity building through in situ learning directly from
peers. The opportunity to shadow colleagues running creative hubs in other locations could be
organised on a formal or informal basis.
Formal: This requires more structure. Exchanges could be for a two-week period
where both parties are matched according to a development framework to ensure
opportunities for mutual sharing and benefit. After the two-week sabbatical, there
would be a structure in place to enable ongoing mentoring and support. Learning
outcomes could be certified in the future
Informal: This could be a creative hub managers’ version of sofa surfing and be arranged
on a personal basis

4.6. Mapping Creative Hubs
Hub managers were invited to share information on their needs and the key issues that
they face through an online survey. Around 200 hubs participated. You can access
the summary report: Europe’s Creative Hubs: Who they are, what they do’, which was
authored by the European Creative Business Network (ECBN) in collaboration with
ADDICT, Creative Industries Portugal and the British Council.
Next Steps: We are keen to hear your comments on the draft Manifesto and
Values for a Creative Hubs Network and/or if you are interested in helping to
shape, evolve and deliver the ECHF outputs. If so, you can get in touch via
the creativehubs.org web site, where you will also find regular updates.
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5. PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
The main considerations arising from the feedback from the participant survey at the end
of the ECHF and from delegates directly to the organising team are summarised below.
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Networking: The opportunity to network, make new connections and reconnect with
existing contacts, was considered to be of greatest benefit to respondents (35 out
of 68 respondents). Meeting other creative hub managers face-to-face and sharing
experiences was inspiring and aspirational with 32 respondents (out of 55) making up
to 15 relevant contacts and six participants making more than 20 relevant contacts.
Sharing perspective, knowledge and experience (21 out of 68 respondents) was also
considered to be aspirational and energising.
Diversity & Characteristics: Gaining an understanding of the number of European
creative hubs, the different characteristics, ways of operating and the range of
activities that they deliver was very valuable. Other insights included recognising
the importance of local and national agendas, information on funding opportunities
including EU and private finance, and opportunities for collaboration across countries.
Hub Management: Recognising the important role of the hub manager in the success of
the creative hub and how the hub positions itself were considered important. There
is commonality across the issues faced by hub managers despite the diversity of
creative hub structures and the different focus of activity.
Most Useful Sessions: Case studies, where experiences were shared on how
creative hubs are formed, managed and the services delivered were considered the
most useful sessions. These were followed by presentations on finance and the
introductory speed meetings.
Future Considerations: These include reducing the range of topics and introducing
different formats for specific sessions where topics could be explored in more depth
and resulting in tangible outputs.

MORE INFORMATION
It is hoped that the first European Creative Hubs Forum will continue to stimulate debate and
generate support for the development of the sector. You can keep up-to-date with the progress of
the Creative Hubs Forum and the development of the outputs at creativehubs.org.
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The ECHF '15 Steering Group provided valuable advice and guidance on the
content and format of the event. Members included:
Ana Garcia Robles		
Andrew Sleigh			
Callum Lee			
Carlos Martins			
Catherine Docherty		
Fernando Nabais		
Helena Acheson		
Jamie Coleman			
Johanna Bolhoven		
Ludovic Assemat		
Paulo Carvalho			
Philippe Vanrie			
Rasmus Wiinstedt Tscherning
Rosina Gómez-Baeza		
Tom Fleming			

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

ENoLL
Lighthouse
ECBN – European Creative Business Network
Opium/ADDICT Creative Industries Portugal
Journey Associates
British Council
MFG Innovation Agency for ICT and Media Baden-Württemberg
Codebase
Creative England
British Council
DMEI
EBN – European Business Network
CKO – Centre for Cultural and Experience Economy
Factoría Cultural de Madrid
Tom Fleming Consultancy

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Ben Evans		
Bruno Pires		
Carla M Cardoso
Cristina Farinha
Fernando Nabais
Lynsey Smith		
Nuno Saraiva		
Paulo Oliveira		
Paulo Silva		

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Head of Arts Programmes and Partnerships, British Council Portugal
Project Manager ADDICT – Mapping and Survey
Event Producer
Executive Director ADDICT, Creative Industries Portugal
Project Manager Creative Economy Iberia / Sponsorship Coordinator
Programme Manager Europe, British Council Creative Economy
Programme Manager
Designer
Communications Manager
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Rui Monteiro		
Sara Espirito Santo
Sofia Gomes		

› Project Manager ADDICT – Funding Programme
› Press Officer
› Associate Event Producer

Designers
Joel Cooper 		
Jordan Took 		

> Visual Scribe for ECHF
> Caricature for Catherine Docherty

BIO
Catherine is the founder and Managing Director of Journey
Associates, a dynamic design-led innovation consultancy
providing user-focused research, analysis and strategic
consultancy services to deliver co-created solutions. She
has been involved in the fields of design and innovation
for over 20 years having delivered a range of national and
international projects and publications, many of which
are leading edge. Catherine draws on her experience as a
researcher and consultant in academia, the public sector
and commercial practice to help deliver people-focused
and meaningful change. She has worked with SMEs across
industry sectors, the BBC, the British Council, the Design
Council, Glasgow School of Art, NESTA, the NHS, Scottish
Enterprise, and the Scottish Government. Catherine also holds
a part-time post as a Senior Research Fellow at the Yunus
Centre for Social Business and Health at Glasgow Caledonian
University, using design thinking to explore the health and
wellbeing impacts of social business.
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Alcina Cortez

Ana Santiago

Objects of Sound, making sound tangible | Spain

StartupLisboa | Portugal

Alexandra Mariz

Anabela Lopes Tavares Luz Pêgo

Unicer, SA | Portugal

Portugal

Alexandre Lemos

Andrea Burns

Condomínio Criativo | Portugal

Roco Creative Co-op | United Kingdom

Alexandre Rios Paulo

Andrew Sleigh

SANJOTEC | Portugal

Lighthouse | United Kingdom

Aline Crépeau

Andrii Fedorov

COLLECTIF AE | France

FEDORIV Hub | Ukraine

Ana Garcia Robles

Ângela Cruz

European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL) | Belgium

INOV INESC INOVAÇÃO | Portugal

Ana Isa Coelho

Ângelo Campota

CIMAC - Comunidade Intermunicipal do Alentejo Central |
Portugal

Fermenta - Associação | Portugal

Ana María Barbero Franco

Hackney WickED Art Festival | United Kingdom

Gestor Cultural | Spain

KEY INSIGHTS

Anna Maloney
Antoine Gripay

PRIMI - Mediterranean Transmedia Cluster | France

Claudine Conway

Antonio Ramos Murphy

Volcano Theatre Company / Swansea High Street Hub |
United Kingdom

Culturalink S.L. | Spain

Anu Lõhmus
Creative Incubator | Slovak Republic

Arantxa Mendiharat
Conexiones improbables | Spain

Arthur Le Gall
KEA European Affairs | Belgium

Atis Eglins-Eglitis
Liepaja Creative Industry Cluster | Latvia

Barbara Stacher
European Commission | Belgium

Ben Vickers
unMonastery | Italy

Benjamin Gonthier
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Cristian Dascalu
ClujHUB / Startup Transilvania | Romania

Cristina Farinha
ADDICT - Creative Industries | Portugal

Cristina Gómez
Clúster Audiovisual de les Illes Balears | Spain

Cristina Lencart
Fundação de Serralves | Portugal

Cristina Machado Guimarães
INESC TEC | Portugal

Cristina Taveira
PortoLazer, E.M. | Portugal

Dalia Pinheiro

Arty Farty | France

Lisbon City Council - Economy and Innovation Staff |
Portugal

Bernardo Gaeiras

David Furmage

FabLab Lisboa | Portugal

Bethan Lloyd Worthington
The Saturday Market Project | United Kingdom

Boris Meggiorin
SAMOA redevelopment agency of the Island of Nantes |
France

Brian Degger
Maker Space | United Kingdom

Bruno Pires

Birmingham Creative City Partnership | United Kingdom

Frappant e.V. | Germany

Denisa Zapratan

LISBON 2015

The Bike Shed Theatre, Exeter | United Kingdom

David Stroud
Nest Space | United Kingdom

David Wibbeler

ADDICT | Portugal

Caldon Mercieca

Denise Proctor

Callum Lee
ECBN | Netherlands

Carla Barros
NA | Portugal

Carlos Alcobia
BuÌnho Well-being Lab | Portugal

Carlos Martins
Opium | Portugal

Caroline Parkinson
CP | Creative Project Management | United Kingdom

Catarina Selada
INTELI | Portugal

Chris Green
Baltic Creative CIC | United Kingdom

Chris Hill
Unity Works | United Kingdom

Christian Rost
Büro für urbane Zwischenwelten | Germany

Christoph Kober
creative spaces Europe | Germany

Clare Reddington
Watershed | United Kingdom
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David Lockwood

CLAND, CLUSTER DIGITAL Y AUDIOVISUAL DE ANDALUCIA
| Spain

Valletta Design Cluster, Malta | Malta

KEY INSIGHTS
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Noise Festival | United Kingdom

Desirée Vidal Juncal
Fundação Serralves | Spain

Diane Dever
Folkestone Fringe | United Kingdom

Donagh Horgan
This for That | United Kingdom

Dr Tom Fleming
TFCC | United Kingdom

Duncan Speakman
Circumstance | United Kingdom/Belgium

Dália Sendra Rodriguez
Dialogue Café Association | Portugal

Edward Rapley
Residence | United Kingdom

Eleanor Jubb
AIR Studio, Falmouth University | United Kingdom

Elisabete Tomaz
INTELI | Portugal

Elisabetta Pola
FTC SRL | Italy

Elsa Veloso
Just Like You | Portugal

city partner 2015
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Emlyn Firth

Joana Salvado

Studio 223 | United Kingdom

Trienal de Arquitectura de Lisboa | Portugal

Eva Leemet

Joao Medina

Creative Estonia | Estonia

SPI | Portugal

Evelyn McNamara

Joel Cooper

Design & Crafts Council of Ireland | United Kingdom

United Kingdom

Fabian Eschkötter

Jonathan Robinson

Frappant e.V. | Germany

Impact Hub, The Guardian, Open | United Kingdom

Fernando Mendes

Jorge Cerveira Pinto

Coworklisboa | Portugal

Experimenta Design Associação | Portugal

Francesco Zardini

José Luís Ferreira

Associazione Italia-Serbia | Italia + Servia

Antunes Fidalgo Unipessoal, Lda. | Portugal

Francisco J. Iglesias Gracia

José Mateus

BarcelonaLab | Spain

Trienal de Arquitectura de Lisboa | Portugal

Frederico Mancellos

José Miguel Pereira

Todos.pt / Frederico e Frederico, Lda | Portugal

Flying - Cultural Platform | Portugal

KEY INSIGHTS

Frédéric Blin

José Sequeira

Plaine Images SEM VR | France

Porto Vivo, SRU - Sociedade de Reabilitação Urbana da
Baixa Portuense, S.A. | Portugal
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Frédéric Menard

Fashion Weekend Skopje | Republic of Macedonia

João Meneses

Graça Fonseca

Centro de Inovação da Mouraria/Câmara Municipal de Lisboa
| Portugal
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La Coursive Boutaric - Creative Cluster | France

Gillian Easson
Creative Dundee | United Kingdom

Goran Sidjimovski

Lisbon City Council | Portugal

Helen Teeling
TAKTAL | United Kingdom

Hodovanets Iryna
International Architectural Festival CANactions | Ukraine

Ian Ross
Jasmin Vardimon Company | United Kingdom

Ieva Zemite
Latvian Academy of Culture | Latvia

Ilan Urroz
PRIMI - Mediterranean Transmedia Cluster | France

Imandeep Kaur
Impact Hub Birmingham | United Kingdom

Iyad Aljaber
The Daring Youth Hub | Jordan

Jamie Coleman
CodeBase | United Kingdom

Janine Matheson
Creative Edinburgh | United Kingdom

Javier Garcia
Fab Lab Limerick | United Kigndom

Jean Rehders
Hamburg Kreativ Gesellschaft GmbH | Germany

Joan Rosés
Clúster Audiovisual de Catalunya | Spain

Joana Rafael
LINNK Lisbon Innovation Kluster | Portugal

João Aidos
Portugal

João Boaventura Rodrigues
Portugal

Peacefulfish | Germany
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Larraitz Gurrutxaga
Karraskan | Spain

Laurent Meryl
Arty Farty | France

Luba Michailova
Izolyatsia - IZONE | Ukraine

Lucy Conway
Eigg Box | United Kingdom

Luis Manuel Salgueiro Garcia
Câmara Municipal de Évora | Portugal

Luís Fernandes
GNRATION | Portugal

Luís Matos Martins
Territórios Criativos | Portugal

Luís Miguel Lopes Teixeira
UCP Porto | Portugal

Luísa Santos
Trienal de Arquitectura de Lisboa | Portugal

Lynne Robertson
Baltic Creative CIC | United Kingdom

Lynsey Smith
British Council | United Kingdom

Magdalena Mora
La Pergola de los Jardines del Duque de Rivas, Colaborativa.
eu, CÛrdoba (SPAIN) | Spain

city partner 2015

Magnus Emmendoerfer

Paolo Montemurro

GDTeC - Gestão e Desenvolvimento de Territórios Criativos - Materahub | Italty
Federal University of Viçosa | Brazil

Mahbir THUKRAL
Cyins of Creativity | Cyprus

Manuel Henriques
Trienal de Arquitectura de Lisboa | Portugal

Margaret Mulligan
EBN | Belgium

Margarida Carronda
Fábrica de Santo Thyrso | Portugal

Maria Folque Guimarães
Startup Lisboa | Portugal

Mariana Duarte Silva
Village Underground Lisboa | Portugal

Mark Gordon
Generator Northern Ireland | United Kingdom
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Marko Radenkovic

Patricia Romeiro
University of Porto - CEGOT | Portugal

Paula Cardoso
Fundação da Juventude | Portugal

Paula Pereira Roldao
MU Workspace Lisboa | Portugal

Pedro Miguel Ferreira
Other Signs | Portugal

Pedro Rocha Santos
Flying - Cultural Platform | Portugal

Pedro Soares Neves
Portugal

Pedro Xavier
Portugal
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Nova Iskra Design Incubator | Servia

The FuseBox, The Digital Catapult Centre Brighton & The
Skiff | United Kingdom

Matthew Plant

Rafael Calado

British Council | United Kingdom

FabLabLisboa | Portugal

Melanie Spencer

Rebecca Shoesmith

The Maker Library Network | United Kingdom

British Council | United Kingdom

Michaela Mixová

Refael Yucha

Pilsen 2015, o.p.s. | Czech Republic

Art Zavod Platforma | Ukraine

Michelle Bowen

Relja Bobic

Primap | United Kingdom

Nova Iskra Design Incubator | Servia

LISBON 2015

Miguel Correia dos Reis Pedro

Ricardo Lemos
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Câmara Municipal de Évora | Portugal

ADDICT | Portugal

Milly Wood

Rick Rowbotham

Institute of Ideas | United Kingdom

Izolyatsia - IZONE | Ukraine

Mohamed Hossam

Rob Morrison

Designopia Zone Coworking Space | Egypt

TAKTAL | United Kingdom

Monica de Miranda

Roberto Ricco

HANGAR | Portugal

Puglia Creativa cluster | Italy

Morgan Petrie

Rosie Goldsmith

Creative Scotland | United Kingdom

Sounds Right | United Kingdom

Mónica Paula Costa Pedro

Rosina Gómez-Baeza

Lx Tech Shop | Portugal

Factoría Cultural | Spain

Neil Cocker

Rui Monteiro

Cardiff Start | United Kingdom

ADDICT | Portugal

Nema Hart

Rui Ribeiro

Arts Council England | United Kingdom

PLAY - universidade lusofona | Portugal

Nuno Arroteia

Rui Silvestre

Invicta Angels | Portugal

ÁRVORE - Cooperativa de Actividades Artísticas, CRL |
Portugal

Néstor Nongo
Advisor - Spanish Secretary of State of Culture | Spain

Oleksandr Savsunenko
Izolyatsia - IZONE | Ukraine

Olga Safina
FEDORIV Hub | Ukraine

Salim Tannous
Beirut Creative Cluster | Lebanon

Salomao Figueiredo
LoveMagna | Portugal

Sanaz Amidi
Rosetta Art Centre | United Kingdom
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Sara Albino

Suzie Leighton

BuÌnho Well-being Lab | Portugal

The Culture Capital Exchange | United Kingdom

Sara Battesti

Sérgio Castro

Trienal de Arquitectura de Lisboa | Portugal

A Oficina, CIPRL | Portugal

Sara Pepper

Sónia de Oliveira Bento

Cardiff University | United Kingdom

SPI - Sociedade Portuguesa de Inovação | Portugal

Sarah Daly

Tatiana Carp

Creative Spark | United Kingdom

Creators Lab | Romenia

Sarah Friese

Telmo Luís Negreiros da Rocha

KiWi Kieler Wirtschafts- udn Strukturförderungs GmbH |
Germany

Câmara Municipal de Évora | Portugal

Shelagh Wright

Erasmus + | Portugal

Independent | United Kingdom

Sofia Mariasole Boer
Egg Change | Belgium

Stephan Morais
Caixa Capital | Portugal
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Steven Hearn
Scintillo (Gaîté Lyrique, Créatis) | France

Stuart MacDonald

Teresa C. Moncada
Tiago Andrade
Porto Lazer EM | Portugal

Tiago Prata
TILLT / Creative Clash | Portugal
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SPI | Portugal

Urich Winchenbach

Creative Frontline | United Kingdom

MFG Medien- und Filmgesellschaft Baden-Württemberg
mbH | Germany

Susana António

Vassilis Haralambidis

Fermenta | Portugal

Bios Romantso | Greece

Susana Costa Pereira

Vladimiro Feliz

Portuguese Creative Europe Desk | Portugal

ADDICT | Portugal

Suzana Menezes
Oliva Creative Factory | Portugal
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Creating
Solutions for
Creative Hub
Managers
The first dedicated forum for Creative Hub Managers from across the EU
and beyond. ECHF Lisbon ’15 was a one-stop-shop for those dedicated to
supporting creative businesses.
A two-and-a-half day unique opportunity for hub managers: networking;
peer-learning; exploring best practice and case studies; discovering new
markets, new models and new opportunities; and learning about public
funding and private investment.

 @Creative_Hubs #Creative_Hubs

www.creativehubs.org
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